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Detection more than a feeling
I HAVE a further contribution to

make to the fraud debate
,

following on from Mike Boon' s recent

comments
(

PM
,

14 April , p14 )

.

Most fraud cases rely on that

most unquantifiable of human

instincts
,

the gut feeling . Many

fraud experts I speak to explain
that they can instantly spot a

fraudulent daim: the time is

spent substantiating their

instincts . Of course
,

these

instincts are based on

experience but still boil down to a

handful of risk indicators .

Fraud profiles are revealed by

analysing historie fraud data
,

predicting future trends-a
technique known as predictive

analysis . New classes of fraud

can be uncovered using this

technology , increasing annual fraud

detection rates two- or threefold .

The fruits of the expert' s

experience and the data mining
can then be developed into a

range of fraud profiles-sets of

criteria that establish whether

or not new daims are

fraudulent . If a daim matches any of

these profiles ,

it can be sent to

the fraud department for

further investigation .

The next stage is to put in

place a process that enables

insurers to enhance their fraud

profiles on an ongoing basic . This

helps them to understand new

fraud trends as they develop .

Predictive analytics is also a

highly effective tool here

fraud experts can dip into daims

databases and use the

technology
to spot new trends . Thus

fraud profiles are easily updated
and fed back into the

claimshandling process . This is a

simple , ongoing feedback loop of

analysis and profiling by fraud

experts ,

followed by deployment
and action within a call centre .

In short
,

insurers must take

a vigorous approach to

detecting fraud and abuse .

Combining , adding and

updating automated fraud detection

technologies helps to anticipate
and prevent fraudulent daims

or billing abuse .

Manual efforts alone cannot

identify patterns and anomalies .

Back-end processes must be put
in place to further identify fraud

and recoup funds .

Fred van Rijn ,

Director of predictive claims
,
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